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Abstract 
We investigate flame front for the inverse wave (with trailing combustion front) of filtration combustion of solid fuel. This problem 
naturally demands coupled Euler-Lagrange approach, as it contains phenomena that are inherent for gaseous or disperse phase. 
It is found that propagation of plane combustion front becomes unstable under certain conditions; as a result, the front spontaneously 
inclines. The thermo-hydrodynamic mechanism (originating from temperature dependence of gas permeability) is responsible for 
inclination developing. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction  
Solid fuel filtration combustion with a plane combustion front exhibits various kinds of instabilities, especially for 
co-flow combustion waves with the inverse structure. The initially orthogonal structure of the filtration flow and plane 
combustion zone is often distorted; the front becomes inclined, transforms into extended fingers or brakes into multiple 
hot spots. Such instabilities are the matter of concern as they lead to incomplete burning of solid fuel, to formation of 
overheated zones inside a reactor and to increasing pollutant emission. In the paper we study the features of stationary 
inclined flame front that occurs as an alternative stable solution for certain parameters (described in [1]).  
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2. Model formulation 
At first, the Eulerian one-temperature model is built to study separately the effects originating from viscosity 
temperature dependence. As a feature, anisotropic effective mass diffusivity (dispersion) is also taken into account. It 
turns out that dispersion affects structure and conversion distribution of inclined combustion front.  
With this model, we show that the key parameters determining stability of plane combustion wave are gas flow rate 
and width of reactor. The range of these parameters corresponding to stable plane front is determined [1]. It was also 
shown that stability occurs either for small reactor widths, or for low gas flow rate.  
On the second stage, we use two-way coupled CFD-DEM model. In this approach all the particles in the bed are 
directly accounted for in DEM part. The temperature, velocities, chemical reaction rate are calculated for every 
particle. For detailed description of system of equations and coupling between Lagrangian and Eulerian parts of the 
problem see, for example, [2]. As a distinction of our approach, three mechanisms of heat transfer are implemented: 
through conductivity by direct contact between particles, through radiation according to original view factor 
correlation in dense particle bed, and through convection to the gas phase. In the gas phase, temperature, concentration 
of multiple gas components and velocity fields are calculated. Anisotropic effective mass diffusivity D (dispersion) is 
taken into account for calculation of gas component’s concentration (empirical correlations (2) courtesy of [3]).   
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Here R – rotation tensor from local filtration flow G to basis vector ez,  
 
 
2.1. Problem formulation 
We consider quasi-2D formulation of the problem (3D rectangle with third dimension to contain ~ 10 particles). 
The lateral sides considered adiabatic and impermeable. Gas flow (air) enters from the bottom side and is ejected 
through the top after it passes through the packed bed of particles. The length of the bed is sufficiently big for 
combustion front to evolve into stable inclined form (aspect ratio usually 10-25). Therefore, boundary conditions on 
top and bottom sides are zero gradient. Packed bed contains particles, each consists of fuel and inert portions. The bed 
is simulated to reproduce porosity of natural random packed bed. 
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2.2. Numerical implementation  
The solvers were implemented in the OpenFOAM framework [4], the second one with addition of LIGGGHTS® 
and CFDEM® [5] libraries substantially modified by authors. Built-in generalised geometric-algebraic multi-grid 
linear solver (GAMG) was used to solve discretized equation in gas phase. The step of spatial grid in Eulerian approach 
was between 0.01 and 0.05 (dimensionless) depending on the width of combustion zone, time step was 0.005.   
The solver is capable of dealing with 3D problems; however, in our study most simulations were conducted for 
quasi-2D case. Combustion was initiated by creation of preheated zone at the bottom of reactor, located a few 
combustion zone lengths higher than the gas flow inlet. We set the solid fuel conversion η = 1 below the preheated 
zone to inhibit backward movement of combustion front.  
Different types of combustion front disturbances were used to initiate the instability: small initial inclination, step 
deformation, local symmetrical and asymmetrical convexity or concavity. 
3. Results and analysis  
Here we focus only on results that are useful for comparison and verification of CFD-DEM and conventional 
Eulerian solvers. For details (such as method of acquiring dimensionless parameters, problem parameters that 
correspond to inclined front, etc.), please see [1]. 
3.1. Average conversion optimization 
When the inclination is high, reaction rate in central zone is the lowest along the front. The main origin of that 
effect is rearrangement in gas flow so that large portion of gas moves to leading part, and second factor is that 
combustion front and gas flow vector are not normal anymore, so the effective oxidizer flux decrease. The reaction in 
the central zone is additionally promoted by diffusional supply of oxidizer. In this case, even if inclination is high and 
convective flow in central part is almost tangential to the combustion front, the diffusive oxidizer supply is enough to 
conduct reaction. The final conversion grows due to large projection of combustion front on the vertical axis (large 
residence time for fuel) specifically in central zone, while both in trailing and leading parts being several times lower.  
 
 
Fig. 1. Average fuel conversion as a function of dimensionless gas flow rate for various bed width. H is nondimensional width of the chamber 
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For flow rates higher then threshold, the larger width of the bed causes larger inclination that in turn is accompanied 
by larger average conversion for the same nondimensional gas flow rate, as illustrated by Fig. 1. We can rationalize it 
by suggestion that for large inclination further widening of the bed mostly increases the spatial fraction of central part, 
rather than leading or trailing. Conversion in central part is high, so average conversion also rises. This result is 
counterintuitive, because it was easy to expect that 1D wave would yield the highest conversion. 
We must also note that conversion distribution in such cases is highly nonuniform, with large areas of unburnt fuel 
by both sides of the bed. It leads us to conclusion that regimes with high inclination angles are undesirable from 
practical viewpoint, as illustrated by Fig. 2. Dotted lines illustrate isolines of the same bulk gas flow for 2D and 3D. 
The outline is that the highest performance is predicted for narrow beds. 
 
3.2. Conversion optimization 
We used CFD-DEM solver to analyze several set of parameters that yields different conversion of solid fuel. The 
results are illustrated by Fig. 3. Apart from the fact that CFD-DEM model correctly predicts front inclination, the 
interesting observation is the distribution of fuel conversion below the combustion front. In Figures 3b) and c) one can 
see that in the area where fuel conversion is incomplete, it distributes substantially nonuniform between adjacent 
particles. It is the result of stochastic character of packed bed, because temperature and oxidizer concentration 
deviations on the distance of the particle diameter are not negligible. 
 
Fig. 2. Contour plot of fuel conversion η in dimensionless gas flow rate Γ–bed width H coordinates. 
 
4. Conclusions 
 
We showed that CFD-DEM method provides the way to enhance numerical modeling of filtration combustion. 
Using this approach one can investigate the effects that are otherwise impossible to recognize (like local distribution 
of fuel conversion). 
a) 
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b) 
  
c) 
 
Fig. 3. Combustion front structure (bed width 7 cm) for gas flow rate: a) 2.5 lpm b) 3.2 lpm c) 7.5 lpm. From left to right in each frame: 
temperature, reaction rate, fuel conversion. 
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